Person re-identification is a challenging task due to various complex factors. Recent studies have attempted to integrate human parsing results or externally defined attributes to help capture human parts or important object regions. On the other hand, there still exist many useful contextual cues that do not fall into the scope of predefined human parts or attributes. In this paper, we address the missed contextual cues by exploiting both the accurate human parts and the coarse non-human parts. In our implementation, we apply a human parsing model to extract the binary human part masks and a self-attention mechanism to capture the soft latent (non-human) part masks. We verify the effectiveness of our approach with new state-of-the-art performance on three challenging benchmarks: Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03. Our implementation is available at https://github.com/ggjy/P2Net.pytorch.
Introduction
Person re-identification has attracted increasing attention from both the academia and the industry in the past decade due to its significant role in video surveillance. Given an image for a particular person captured by one camera, the goal is to re-identify this person from images captured by different cameras from various viewpoints.
The task of person re-identification is inherently challenging because of the significant visual appearance changes caused by various factors such as human pose variations, lighting conditions, part occlusions, background cluttering and distinct camera viewpoints. All these factors make the misalignment problem become one of the most important problems for person re-identification task. With the surge of interest in deep representation learning, various approaches have been developed to address the misalignment problem, which could be roughly summarized as the following streams: (1) Hand-crafted partitioning, which re- * Corresponding author. † Equal contribution. lies on manually designed splits of the input image or the feature maps into grid cells [15, 38, 56] or horizontal stripes [1, 4, 41, 43, 51] , based on the assumption that the human parts are well-aligned in the RGB color space. ( 2) The attention mechanism, which tries to learn an attention map over the last output feature map and constructs the aligned part features accordingly [55, 33, 50, 45] . (3) Predicting a set of predefined attributes [13, 37, 20, 2, 36] as useful features to guide the matching process. (4) Injecting human pose estimation [5, 11, 22, 35, 50, 54, 27] or human parsing results [10, 18, 34] to extract the human part aligned features based on the predicted human key points or semantic human part regions, while the success of such approaches heavily counts on the accuracy of human parsing models or pose estimators. Most of the previous studies mainly focus on learning more accurate human part representations, while neglecting the influence of potentially useful contextual cues that could be addressed as "non-human" parts.
Existing human parsing based approaches [50, 54] utilize an off-the-shelf semantic segmentation model to divide the input image into K predefined human parts, according to a predefined label set. 1 Beyond these predefined part categories, there still exist many objects or parts which could be critical for person re-identification, but tend to be recognized as background by the pre-trained human parsing models. For example, we illustrate some failure cases from human parsing results on the Market-1501 dataset in Figure 1 . We can find that the objects belonging to undefined categories such as backpack, reticule and umbrella are in fact helpful and sometimes crucial for person re-identification. The existing human parsing datasets are mainly focused on parsing human regions, and most of these datasets fail to include all possible identifiable objects that could help person re-identification. Especially, most of the previous attention Query Image Gallery Image Figure 1 : Failure cases of the human parsing model: The first row illustrates the query images, the second row illustrates the gallery images from Market-1501 and each column consists of two images belonging to the same identity. All of the regions marked with red circle are mis-classified as background (marked with black color) due to the limited label set while their ground-truth labels should be backpack, reticule and umbrella. It can be seen that these mis-classified regions are crucial for the person re-identification.
based approaches are mainly focused on extracting the human part attention maps.
Explicitly capturing useful information beyond predefined human parts or attributes has not been well studied in the previous literature. Inspired by the recently popular self-attention scheme [44, 48] , we attempt to address the above problem by learning latent part masks from the raw data, according to the appearance similarities among pixels, which provide a coarse estimation of both human parts and the non-human parts, with the latter largely overlooked from the previous approaches based on human parsing.
Moreover, we propose the dual part-aligned representation scheme to combine the complementary information from both the accurate human parts and the coarse nonhuman parts. In our implementation, we apply a human parsing model to extract the human part masks and compute the human part-aligned representations for the features from the low-levels to high-levels. For the non-human part information, we apply the self-attention mechanism to learn to group all the pixels belonging to the same latent part together. We also extract the latent non-human part information on the feature maps from the low-levels to the highlevels. Through combining the advantages of both the accurate human part information and the coarse non-human part information, our approach learns to augment the representation of each pixel with the representation of the part (human parts or non-human parts) that it belongs to.
Our main contributions are summarized as below:
• We propose the dual part-aligned representation to update the representation by exploiting the complementary information from both the accurate human parts and the coarse non-human parts. • We introduce the P 2 -Net and show that our P 2 -Net achieves new state-of-the-art performance on three benchmarks including Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03.
• We analyze the contributions from both the human part representation and the latent part (non-human part) representation and discuss their complementary strengths in our ablation studies.
Related Work
The part misalignment problem is one of the key challenges for person re-identification, a host of methods [55, 35, 14, 54, 41, 27, 11, 10, 34, 49, 50, 38, 33, 8] have been proposed to mainly exploit the human parts to handle the body part misalignment problem, we briefly summarize the existing methods as below: Hand-crafted Splitting for ReID. In previous studies, there are methods proposed to divide the input image or the feature map into small patches [1, 15, 38] or stripes [4, 43, 51] and then extract region features from the local patches or stripes. For instance, PCB [41] adopts a uniform partition and further refines every stripe with a novel mechanism. The hand-crafted approaches depend on the strong assumption that the spatial distributions of human bodies and human poses are exactly matching. Semantic Segmentation for ReID. Different from the hand-crafted splitting approaches, [29, 35, 54, 10] apply a human part detector or a human parsing model to capture more accurate human parts. e.g., SPReID [10] utilizes a parsing model to generate 5 different predefined human part masks to compute more reliable part representations, which achieves promising results on various person re-identification benchmarks. Poses/Keypoints for ReID. Similar to the semantic segmentation approaches, poses or keypoints estimation can also be used for accurate/reliable human part localization. For example, there are approaches exploring both the human poses and the human part masks [9] , or generating human part masks via exploting the connectivity of the keypoints [50] . There are some other studies [5, 29, 35, 54] that also exploit the pose cues to extract the part-aligned features. Attention for ReID. Attention mechanisms have been used to capture human part information in recent work [21, 55, 50, 17, 34] . Typically, the predicted attention maps distribute most of the attention weights on human parts that may help improve the results. To the best of our knowledge, we find that most of the previous attention approaches are limited to capturing the human part only. Attributes for ReID. Semantic attributes [46, 25, 7] have been exploited as feature representations for person reidentification tasks. Previous work [47, 6, 20, 42, 57] leverages the attribute labels provided by original dataset to generate attribute-aware feature representation. Different from previous work, our latent part branch can attend to important visual cues without relying on detailed supervision signals from the limited predefined attributes. Our Approach. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore and define the (non-human) contextual cues. We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of combining separately crafted components for the well-defined, accurate human parts and all other potentially useful (but coarse) contextual regions.
Approach
First, we present our key contribution: dual partaligned representation, which learns to combine both the accurate human part information and the coarse latent part information to augment the representation of each pixel (Sec. 3.1). Second, we present the network architecture and the detailed implementation of P 2 -Net (Sec. 3.2).
Dual Part-Aligned Representation
Our approach consists of two branches: a human part branch and a latent part branch. Given an input feature map X of size N × C, where N = H × W , H and W are the height and width of the feature map, C is the number of channels, we apply the human part branch to extract accurate human part masks and compute the human partaligned representation X Human accordingly. We also use a latent part branch to learn to capture both the coarse nonhuman part masks and the coarse human part masks based on the appearance similarities between different pixels, then we compute the latent part-aligned representation X Latent according to the coarse part masks. Last, we augment the original representation with both the human part-aligned representation and the latent part-aligned representation. Human Part-Aligned Representation. The main idea of the human part-aligned representation is to represent each pixel with the human part representation that the pixel belongs to, which is the aggregation of the pixel-wise representations weighted by a set of confidence maps. Each confidence map is used to surrogate a semantic human part.
We illustrate how to compute the human part-aligned representation in this section. Assuming there are K−1 predefined human part categories in total from a human parsing model, we treat all the rest proportion of regions in the image as the background according to the human parsing result. In summary, we need to estimate K confidence maps for the human part branch.
We apply the state-of-the-art human parsing framework CE2P [23] to predict the semantic human part masks for all the images in all three benchmarks in advance, as shown in Figure 2 (b). We denote the predicted label map of image I as L. We re-scale the label map L to be of the same size as the feature map X (x i is the representation of pixel i, essentially the i th row of X) before using it. We use l i to represent the human part category of pixel i within the rescaled label map, and l i is of K different values including K − 1 human part categories and one background category.
We denote the K confidence maps as P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P K , where each confidence map P k is associated with a human part category (or the background category). According to the predicted label map L, we set p ki = 1 (p ki is the i th element of P k ) if l i ≡ k and p ki = 0 otherwise. Then we apply L1 normalization on each confidence map and compute the human part representation as below,
where h k is the representation of the k th human part, g function is used to learn better representation and p ki is the confidence score after L1 normalization. Then we generate the human part-aligned feature map X Human of the same size as the input feature map X, and each element of X Human is set as
where 1[l i ≡ k] is an indicator function and each x Human i is essentially the part representation of the semantic human part that it belongs to. For the pixels predicted as the background, we choose to aggregate the representations of all pixels that are predicted as the background and use it to augment their original representations. Latent Part-Aligned Representation. We explain how to estimate the latent part representation in this section. Since we can not predict accurate masks for non-human cues based on the existing approaches, we adapt the selfattention mechanism [44, 48] to enhance our framework by learning to capture some coarse latent parts automatically from data based on the semantic similarities between each pixel and all other pixels. The latent part is expected to capture details that are weakly utilized in the human part For the human part branch, we employ the CE2P [23] to predict the human part label maps and generate the human part masks accordingly. For the latent part branch, we employ the self-attention scheme to predict the latent part masks. We compute the human part-aligned representation and latent part-aligned representation within the two branches separately. Last, we add the outputs from these two branches to the input feature map as the final output feature map.
branch. We are particularly interested in the contribution from the coarse non-human part masks on the important cues that are missed by the predefined human parts or attributes. In our implementation, the latent part branch learns to predict N coarse confidence maps Q 1 , Q 2 , · · · , Q N for all N pixels, each confidence map Q i learns to pay more attention to the pixels that belong to the same latent part category as the i th pixel.
We illustrate how to compute the confidence map for the pixel i as below,
where q ij is the j th element of Q i , x i and x j are the representations of the pixels i and j respectively. θ(·) and φ(·) are two transform functions to learn better similarities and are implemented as 1 × 1 convolution, following the self-attention mechanism [44, 48] . The normalization factor Z i is a sum of all the similarities associated with pixel i:
. Then we estimate the latent part-aligned feature map X Latent as below,
where x Latent i is the i th element of X Latent . We estimate the latent part-aligned representation for pixel i by aggregating the representations of all the other pixels according to their similarities with pixel i. ψ is a function used to learn better representation, which is implemented with 1 × 1 convolution + BN + ReLU.
For the latent part-aligned representation, we expect each pixel can pay more attention to the part that it belongs to, which is similar with the recent work [12, 53] . The selfattention is a suitable mechanism to group the pixels with similar appearance together. We empirically study the influence of the coarse human part information and the coarse non-human part information to verify the effectiveness is mainly attributed to the coarse non-human parts (Sec. 4.3).
Last, we fuse the human part-aligned representation and the latent part-aligned representation as below,
where Z is the final representation of our approach.
P 2 -Net
Backbone. We use ResNet-50 pre-trained on the ImageNet as the backbone following the previous PCB [41] . [23] model to extract the human part label maps of size 128 × 64, then we resize the label maps to be of the size 96×32/48×16/24×8/24×8 for the four stages respectively. For the latent part branch, we employ the self-attention mechanism on the output feature map from each stage directly. Network Architecture. The ResNet backbone takes an image I as input and outputs feature map X after the Res-4 stage. We feed the feature map X into the global average pooling layer and employ the classifier at last. We insert the DPB after every stage to update the representations before feeding the feature map into the next stage. We could achieve better performance through applying more DPBs.
The overall pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2 (a). Loss Function. All of our baseline experiments only employ the softmax loss to ensure the fairness of the comparison and for ease of ablation study. To compare with the state-of-the-art approaches, we further employ the triplet loss following the previous work.
Experiments

Datasets and Metrics
Market-1501. Market-1501 dataset [58] consists of 1501 identities captured by 6 cameras, where the train set consists of 12, 936 images of 751 identities, the test set is divided into a query set that contains 3, 368 images and a gallery set that contains 16, 364 images.
DukeMTMC-reID. DukeMTMC-reID dataset [28, 59] consists of 36, 411 images of 1, 404 identities captured by 8 cameras, where the train set contains 16, 522 images, the query set consists of 2, 228 images and the gallery set consists of 17, 661 images.
CUHK03. CUHK03 dataset [15] contains 14, 096 images of 1, 467 identities captured by 6 cameras. CUHK03 provides two types of data, hand-labeled ("labeled") and DPMdetected ("detected") bounding boxes, the latter type is more challenging due to severe bounding box misalignment and cluttered background. We conduct experiments on both "labeled" and "detected" types of data. We split the dataset following the training/testing split protocol proposed in [60] , where the train/query/gallery set consists of 7, 368/1, 400/5, 328 images respectively. We employ two kinds of evaluation metrics including the cumulative matching characteristics (CMC) and mean average precision (mAP). Especially, all of our experiments employ the single-query setting without any other postprocessing techniques such as re-ranking [60] .
Implementation Details
We choose ResNet-50 pre-trained on ImageNet as our backbone. After getting the feature map from the last residual block, we use a global average pooling and a linear layer (FC+BN+ReLU) to compute a 256-D feature embedding. We use ResNet-50 trained with softmax loss as our baseline model, and set the stride of the last stage in ResNet from 2 to 1 following [41] . We also use triplet loss [4, 19, 55] to improve the performance.
We use the state-of-the-art human parsing model CE2P [23] to predict the human part label maps for all the images in the three benchmark in advance. The CE2P model is trained on the Look Into Person [18] (LIP) dataset, which consists of ∼30, 000 finely annotated images with 20 semantic labels (19 human parts and 1 background). We divide the 20 semantic categories into K groups 2 , and train the CE2P model with the grouped labels. We adopt the training strategies as described in CE2P [23] .
All of our implementations are based on PyTorch framework [26] . We resize all the training images to 384 × 128 and then augment them by horizontal flip and random erasing [61] . We set the batch size as 64 and train the model with base learning rate starts from 0.05 and decays to 0.005 after 40 epochs, the training is finished at 60 epochs. We set momentum µ = 0.9 and the weight decay as 0.0005. All of the experiments are conducted on a single NVIDIA TITAN XP GPU.
Ablation study
The core idea of DPB lies on the human part branch and the latent part branch. We perform comprehensive ablation studies of them in follows. Influence of the part numbers for human part branch. As we can divide the input image into different number of parts in different levels. we study the impact of the number of different semantic parts (i.e., K = 1, K = 2, K = 5) on the Market-1501 benchmark. We summarize all of the results in Table 1 . The 1 st row reports the results of baseline model and the the 2 nd row to 4 th report the performances that only apply the human part branch with different choices of K. When K = 1, there is no extra parsing information added to the network and the performances keep almost the Table 1 : Ablation study of the DPB on Market-1501. K is the number of human parts within the human part branch, We insert the DPB after the stage-k (Res-k), where k = 1, 2, 3, 4. We employ HP-p to represent the human part branch choosing K = p. DPB (HP-p) represents using the human part branch only while DPB (Latent) represents using the latent part branch only. same with the baseline model. When K = 2, the human part branch introduces the foreground and the background contextual information to help extracting more reliable human context information. we can observe obvious improvements in R-1 and mAP compared to the previous two results. The performance improves with larger K, which indicates that accurately aggregating contextual information from pixels belonging to same semantic human part is crucial for person re-identification. We set K = 5 as the default setting for human part branch if not specified. Non-human part in latent part branch. The choice of self-attention for latent part branch is mainly inspired by that self-attention can learn to group the similar pixels together without extra supervision (also shown useful in segmentation [53, 12] ). Considering that the latent part branch is in fact the mixture of the coarse human and non-human part information, we empirically verify that the perfor- mance gains from the latent part branch is mainly attributed to capturing non-human parts, as shown in Table 2 . We use the binary masks predicted by the human parsing model (K = 2) to control the influence of the human regions or nonhuman regions within the latent part branch. Here we study two kinds of settings: (1) only use the non-human part information within the latent part branch, we apply the the binary human masks (1 for the non-human pixels and 0 for the human pixels) to remove the influence of the pixels predicted as human parts, called as Latent w/o HP. (2) only use the human part information within the latent part branch, we also apply the binary human masks (1 for the human pixels and 0 for the non-human pixels) to remove the influence of the pixels predicted as non-human parts, called as Latent w/o NHP. It can be seen that the gains of the latent part branch mainly comes from the help of non-human part information, the Latent w/o HP outperforms the Latent w/o NHP and is very close to the original latent part branch.
Besides, we also study the contribution of the latent branch when applying the human part branch (HP-5). We choose the DPB (HP-5) inserted after Res-2 as our baseline and add the latent part branch that applies self-attention on either the human regions only (Latent w/o NHP in Fig. 3 ) or non-human regions only (Latent w/o HP in Fig. 3 ). It can be seen that DPB (HP-5 + Latent w/o HP) largely outperforms DPB (HP-5 + Latent w/o NHP) and is close to DPB (HP-5 + Latent), which further verifies the effectiveness of the latent part branch is mainly attributed to exploiting the non-human parts. Complementarity of two branches. Dual part-aligned block (DPB) consists of the human part branch and the latent part branch. The human part branch helps improving the performance by eliminating the influence of the noisy background context information, and the latent part branch introduces the latent part masks to surrogate various non- human parts. We empirically show that the two branches are complementary with the experimental results on the 6 th row of Table 1 . It can be seen that combining both the human partaligned representation and the latent part-aligned representation boosts the performance for all stages. We can draw the following conclusions from Table 3 and Table 4 : (i) although the latent part masks are learned from scratch, DPB (latent) achieves comparable results with the human part branch in general, which carries more strong prior information of the human parts knowledge, showing the importance of the non-human part context. (ii) human part branch and latent part branch are complementary to each other. In comparison to the results only using a single branch, inserting 5× DPB attains 1% and 3% gain in terms of R-1 and mAP on Market-1501, 1.6% and 1% gain in terms of R-1 and mAP on CUHK03, respectively.
We visualize the predicted human part masks to illustrate how it helps improving the performance in Figure 4 . For all of the four query images, the baseline method fails to return the correct images of the same identity while we can find the correct images by employing the human part masks. In summary, we can see that the context information of the non-informative background influences the final results and Net (w/ Human Part Masks). There exist some important nonhuman parts in all of the four query images. The P 2 -Net (w/ Human Part Masks) categorizes these crucial non-human parts as background and fails to return the correct image at Recall@1. The P 2 -Net (w/ Latent Part Masks) predicts the latent part mask associated with these non-human parts, which successfully returns the correct image at Recall@1. It can be seen that the predicted latent part masks serves as reliable surrogate for the non-human part. the human part masks eliminate the influence of these noisy context information.
There also exist large amounts of scenarios that the nonhuman part context information is the key factor. We illustrate some typical examples in Figure 5 , and we mark the non-human but informative parts with the red circles. For example, the 1 st and 4 th row illustrate that mis-classifying the bag as background causes the failures of the human part masks based method. Our approach addresses these failure cases through learning the latent part masks and it can be seen that the predicted latent part masks within the latent part branch well surrogate the non-human but informative parts. In summary, the human part branch benefits from the latent part branch through dealing with the non-human part information.
Number of DPB. To study the influence of the numbers of DPB (with human part representation only, with latent part representation only and with both human and latent part representations), we add 1 block (to Res-2), 3 blocks (2 to Res-2, and 1 to Res-3) and 5 blocks (2 to Res-2, and 3 to Res-3) within the backbone network. As shown in Table 3 , more DPB blocks lead to better performance. We achieve the best performance with 5 DPBs, which boosts the R-1 accuracy and mAP by 5.6% and 11.9% respectively. We set the number of DPB block as 5 in all of our state-of-the-art experiments. 
Comparison with state-of-the-art
We empirically verify the effectiveness of our approach with a series of state-of-the-art (SOTA) results on all of the three benchmarks. We illustrate more details as following.
We illustrate the comparisons of our P 2 -Net with the previous state-of-the-art methods on Market-1501 in Table 5. Our P 2 -Net outperforms all the previous methods by a large margin. We achieve a new SOTA performance such as R-1=95.2% and mAP=85.6% respectively. Especially, our P 2 -Net outperforms the previous PCB by 1.8% in mAP without using multiple softmax losses for training. When equiped with the triplet loss, our P 2 -Net still outperforms the PCB by 1.4% and 4.0% in terms of R-1 and mAP, respectively. Besides, our proposed P 2 -Net also outperforms the SPReID [10] by 2.7% measured by R-1 accuracy.
We summarize the comparisons on DukeMTMC-reID in Table 6 . It can be seen that P 2 -Net surpasses all the previous SOTA methods. SPReID [10] is the method has the closest performance with us in R-1 accuracy. Notably, the SPReID train their model with more than 10 extra datasets to improve the performance while we only use the original dataset as the training set.
Last, we evaluate our P 2 -Net on CUHK03 dataset. We follow the training/testing protocol proposed by [60] . As illustrated in Table 7 , our P 2 -Net outperforms the previous SOTA method MGCAM [34] by 28.2% measured by R-1 accuracy and 23.4% measured by mAP. For the CUHK03detected dataset, our P 2 -Net still outperforms the previous SOTA method PCB+RPP [41] by 11.2% measured by R-1 accuracy and 11.4% measured by mAP.
In summary, our proposed P 2 -Net outperforms all the previous approaches by a large margin and achieves new state-of-the-art performance on all the three challenging benchmarks.
Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel dual part-aligned representation scheme to address the non-human part misalignment problem for person re-identification. It consists of a human part branch and a latent part branch to tackle both human part misalignment and non-human part misalignment problem. The human part branch adopts off-theshelf human parsing model to inject structural prior information by capturing the predefined semantic human parts for a person, while the latent part branch adopts a selfattention mechanism to help capture the detailed part categories beyond the injected prior information. Based on dual part-aligned representation, our approach achieves the state-of-the-art performances on all of the three benchmarks including Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03.
